As resident on the South side of the Site C dam construction I have great concerns and am convinced this dam is a huge mistake.
Not only will Site C dam be devastating to a beautiful area and good farmland in BC, the subsurface impact from another large reservoir will have consequences that are very hard to predict.
Especially in combination with the drilling and fracking activities from the gas industry in an area prone to earthquakes and known fault lines. A very bad location for a dam!

The fact remains, a lot of damage has already been done. Therefore I would like to see some good to come out of it for all parties affected and involved.
Maybe the right solution would be for BC Hydro to continue with a dam less devastating to the environment. The height of the dam could be reduced to a level were there would not be a need to flood the valley, still produce some power and keep people employed for the near future.
I would find this acceptable and in the best interest of BC.

Yours truly,

Anja Hutgens